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Note: no film backup available

14:00:04      craftsman molding ceramic pot
14:01:46      textile factory - making thread
14:03:05      man looking at art prints
14:03:25      archery
14:03:50      downtown street scenes - stores, vendors
14:05:00      LS temple
14:08:20      women shopping for clothes, shoe store
14:10:46      street scenes on rainy day, pedestrians using umbrellas
14:11:21      children receiving oral vaccination
14:13:58      children in classroom
14:17:20      children playing games in courtyard
14:21:04      Braille reading
14:21:30      artist’s paintings in street
14:21:51      festival by ocean
14:26:55      train in station
14:31:15      workers in agricultural field
14:31:44      military VIP’s at social event
14:34:17      Japanese workers in steel industry
14:37:30      soldiers training for combat
14:40:36      many parked bicycles
14:41:33      automobile industry - workers on assembly line
14:43:14      sweatshops - women at sewing machines
14:48:35      CS front end of Datsun auto
14:48:44      farm workers
14:52:48      coastline
14:53:29      Japanese men steering boat in wild river
14:56:24      children feeding deer
15:00:51      shrine? - people entering, interior
15:03:37      religious procession - men carrying shrine
15:04:55      street scene with policemen directing traffic
15:05:15      U.S. soldiers or sailors shopping
15:05:54      LS town
15:07:47      destroyed buildings
15:08:33      men showing effects of radiation on their bodies
15:10:16      reconstruction of Hiroshima after atomic blast - construction of building, street scene
15:11:12      sign: “Center Of Impact”
15:13:17      sign: “The National Relief Association - Hiroshima Branch”
15:14:12      people walking in street
15:14:36      children’s amusement park - children on train ride
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15:16:49      billboard, store front
15:17:10      girl riding mechanical horse
15:17:54      Doshisha University? exterior
15:18:14      students playing rugby, football, baseball
15:20:34      U.S. supplying food and construction materials
15:22:12      interior woman’s clothing store
15:24:01      woman in kimono writing letter, whole family eating together
15:27:06      religious procession
-15:30:17     <many shots repeated throughout tape and on 1J02 and 1J04>


